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alike
Used to show that something applies equally to a number of specified
subjects.
The houses all looked alike.

commensurate Corresponding in size or degree or extent.
Salary will be commensurate with age and experience.

comparable Able to be compared or worthy of comparison.
The situation in Holland is comparable to that in England.

congruent Corresponding in character or kind.
The rules may not be congruent with the requirements of the law.

congruous Corresponding in character or kind.
This explanation is congruous with earlier observations.

ditto
The same thing again used in lists and accounts and often indicated by
a ditto mark under the word or figure to be repeated.
The next speaker dittoed her argument.

equal A person who is of equal standing with another in a group.
He equalled the world record of 9 93 seconds.

equalize Make equal, uniform, corresponding, or matching.
Let s equalize the duties among all employees in this office.

equally
In amounts or parts that are the same in size.
Not all who live in inner cities are poor equally many poor people live
outside inner cities.

equivalent Belonging to the same equivalence class.
The French equivalent of the Bank of England.

evenhanded Without partiality.
Evenhanded justice.

evenly So as to present a flat or uniform surface or line.
He speaks evenly and softly.
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fair Without favoring one party in a fair evenhanded manner.
World fair.

identical
Expressing an identity.
She stole a suitcase from the identical station at which she had been
arrested before.

indistinguishable
Not capable of being distinguished or differentiated.
The counterfeit bills were virtually indistinguishable from the real
thing.

isochronous Equal in duration or interval.

just Of an opinion or appraisal well founded justifiable.
A just and democratic society.

justice
A public official authorized to decide questions brought before a court
of justice.
A tragic miscarriage of justice.

like
Used in speech as a meaningless filler or to signify the speaker’s
uncertainty about an expression just used.
Doglike devotion.

liken Point out the resemblance of someone or something to.
Racism is likened to a contagious disease.

par A par score at a hole.
On a par with the best.

proportionate Being in due proportion.
Proportionate representation of a minority group.

same Same in identity.
Animals of the same species.

similar Having the same or similar characteristics.
The principle of treatment by similars.

similitude
The quality or state of being similar to something.
Conrad uses a range of constructions which express or imply
similitude.

symmetrical
Made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or around an axis;
showing symmetry.
The shape of a hill smooth and symmetrical.

synonymous Meaning the same or nearly the same.
His deeds had made his name synonymous with victory.

tantamount Equivalent in seriousness to; virtually the same as.
His statement was tantamount to an admission of guilt.
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twin Give birth to twins.
We have twin and three bedded rooms.

while At the same time meanwhile.
He was here for a little while.
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